
eQuest Advantage Network FAQ 

 

How does the Advantage Network work? 

The Advantage Network is an eQuest managed collection of free job boards.  Users can post their job 

listings to the Advantage Network and eQuest will send the post request to the most relevant of over 

8000 potential job boards based on job description and job location. 

The Advantage Network is comprised of: 

• Search engines (including SEO enhancement) 

• Major job board aggregators 

• National outreach career sites 

• Diversity sites 

• Veterans sites 

• LGBT 

• Disabled 

• Local community-based organizations 

What boards currently comprise the Advantage Network? 

Here is the list of Free Advantage boards, but it is important to remember that all jobs are not sent to all 

boards.  eQuest determines their relevancy based on several parameters like industry, location, past 

performance and job type.  Advantage is intended to use groups of boards that except free organic 

traffic to drive candidate traffic.  If customers want to control or select the boards for posting they will 

need to use the eQuest Premium Posting solution. 

Adzuna 
 

Jobrapido 
 

USDiversity 

BetterJobs 
 

Jooble 
 

Wisestep 

CareerJet 
 

LinkedIn Organic 
 

CareerOwl 

EmploymentPipeline 
 

LiveCareer 
 

Flexjobs 

ITJobCafe 
 

Meega 
 

ResumeLibrary 

GlassDoor Organic 
 

Oodle 
 

Locanto 

Jobcase 
 

PostJobFree 
 

Mitula 

Jobit_com 
 

Recruit 
 

Trovit 

Will my jobs post on every location? 

No. Each job is reviewed to make sure that it is sent to the best corresponding career sites. This is done 

by reviewing the listed job title, skills, and location and sending your job to the best applicable network 

locations. There is no use posting a dental hygienist job to a board that specializes in IT professionals. 

Also, eQuest send post requests to each of the targeted career sites.  However, the career sites are not 

obligated to post each request and not all boards will post every request. 
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Are all of the job boards in the Advantage Network free? 

They are free to all of our Advantage subscribers. 

Is there a limit to the number of jobs I can post? 

No limit — as many as you want. 

eQuest Advantage Network Web Page 

http://www.equest.com/solutions/equest-advantage-network/ 
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